A short event of high-velocity E-region echo observations by the Pykkvibaer HF radar is analysed to study echo parameters and the echo relation to the Farley-Buneman plasma instability. The echoes were detected in several beams aligned closely to the magnetic L-shell direction. Two echo groups were identified: one group corresponded to the classical type 1 echoes with velocities close to the nominal ionacoustic speed of 400 ms −1 , while the other group had significantly larger velocities, of the order of 700 ms −1 . The mutual relationship between the echo power, Doppler velocity, spectral width and elevation angles for these two groups was studied. Plotting of echo parameters versus slant range showed that all ∼700 ms −1 echoes originated from larger heights and distances of 500-700 km, while all ∼400 ms −1 echoes came from lower heights and from farther distances; 700-1000 km. We argue that both observed groups of echoes occurred due to the Farley-Buneman plasma instability excited by strong (∼70 mVm −1 ) and uniformly distributed electric fields. We show that the echo velocities for the two groups were different because the echoes were received from different heights. Such a separation of echo heights occurred due to the differing amounts of ionospheric refraction at short and large ranges. Thus, the ionospheric refraction and related altitude modulation of ionospheric parameters are the most important factors to consider, when various characteristics of E-region decametre irregularities are derived from HF radar measurements.
Introduction
Metre-scale irregularities in the auroral E-region (altitudes 100-110 km) are known to be generated through a combined effect of the Farley-Buneman (F-B) and gradient-drift (GCorrespondence to: M. Uspensky (mikhail.uspensky@fmi.fi) D) plasma instabilities (Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Haldoupis, 1989; Schlegel, 1996; Sahr and Fejer, 1996) . The F-B instability is excited when the relative drift between electrons and ions exceeds a threshold value close to the ion-acoustic speed of the medium (400 ms −1 ). Linearly excited (primary) F-B waves propagate predominantly in a plane perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic field (some deviations of ±1 • are possible) in a fairly broad cone of flow angles (of the order of ±50 • ) with respect to the mean E ×B electron flow. The velocity of primary F-B waves is close to the ion-acoustic speed for all directions of propagation. Coherent echoes obtained by radio wave scattering on primary plasma waves are called type 1 echoes.
F-B waves outside the linear instability cone (both in flow and aspect angles), the so-called secondary waves, can be excited by means of the non-linear mode coupling (e.g. Hamza and St-Maurice, 1993) . The phase velocity of secondary F-B waves, as a function of ambient parameters (such as the electric field magnitude and orientation), is not well established, neither theoretically nor experimentally. The recent theory by Hamza and St-Maurice (1993) predicts that the velocity of secondary irregularities should be the modified ion-acoustic speed. In this case, the degree of departure from the nominal ion-acoustic speed is determined by the spectral broadening in a turbulent state. Experimentally, it would seem that outside the F-B instability cone, one can use the linear fluid theory formula with the provision that the electron collision frequency has to be replaced by the anomalous collision frequency (Ogawa et al., 1980; Nielsen, 1986) . Unfortunately, this does not help in comparing experimental data with theory since there is no definite equation relating the anomalous collision frequency, electric field magnitude and phase velocity of the irregularities.
The G-D plasma instability is excited if there is a background plasma density gradient in the direction of the electric field. This instability is efficient at decametre scales and can be excited under much smaller electric fields (only a few mVm −1 ). It is generally accepted that the velocity of the G-D waves is described by the linear instability equation (Fejer and Kelley, 1980) . Some observations confirm this prediction, at least for large flow angles, though a comprehensive study for various wavelengths and aspect/flow angles has not yet been performed. Similar to the F-B instability case, the G-D waves are linearly excited within a certain cone of aspect and flow angles, and waves outside the linear instability cone can be generated through the effects of mode coupling. It is clear that properties of plasma waves outside the linear instability cone are determined by the non-linear behaviour of both the F-B and G-D instabilities. Coherent echoes obtained by the scattering of radio waves at large flow angles have been termed type 2 echoes.
One of the ways to better understand the role of the F-B and G-D plasma instabilities in structuring the ionospheric plasma is to study the E-region irregularities with coherent radars. In this respect, the recent deployment of the SuperDARN HF radars has created numerous opportunities for studies in the decametre band (Greenwald et al., 1985) . Villain et al. (1987 Villain et al. ( , 1990 were the first to study E-region decametre irregularities in a systematic fashion. Some distinct properties of such irregularities have been refined in subsequent studies (Hanuise et al., 1991; Uspensky et al., 1994a; Eglitis et al., 1995; Milan et al., 1997; Milan and Lester, 1998; Jayachadran et al., 2000; Koustov et al., 2001) . Milan and Lester (1999) put forward the idea that at HF there might be several classes of E-region echoes and that not all of them are necessarily related to the F-B and G-D instabilities, though the conventional type 1 and type 2 echoes probably constitute the bulk of HF data.
Most of the above studies have tacitly assumed that the observed echo characteristics are entirely determined by irregularity properties that were believed to be constant within the observational area and scattering volume. However, Uspensky et al. (1994a) demonstrated that refraction of HF radar waves is very important when inferring the irregularity properties from radar measurements; ionospheric refraction strongly controls the actual backscatter altitude and thus, even for an ionosphere entirely filled with the same irregularities, the observed echo parameters would vary with azimuth and slant range. Uspensky et al. (1994a) , hereafter referred to as paper 1, considered observations perpendicular to the magnetic L-shells so that the observed velocities were small. In this study, which we consider as a continuation of paper 1, we focus on measurements along magnetic L-shells. We select an event for which the maximum observed velocity was significantly larger than the nominal ion-acoustic speed of 400 ms −1 . We explore various parameters of these echoes and show to what extent refraction effects can modify the observed characteristics of echoes as compared to the properties of ionospheric irregularities.
Experiment and event selection
The data were collected by the Iceland East HF CUTLASS radar located at Pykkvibaer, Iceland (63.9 • N and 19.2 • W), on 10 February 1998. We consider a 30-min period of mea- surements centred around 2125 UT. This period roughly corresponds to 2100 MLT for the Pykkvibaer field of view at near ranges. In Fig. 1 we show (by shading within the Pykkvibaer radar field of view) the part of the high-latitude ionosphere where E-region echoes were detected. Data from other HF radars at Stokkseyri (Iceland) and Hankasalmi (Finland) are also considered (locations and fields of view are indicated in Fig. 1 ). Although these radars do not have common areas with the Pykkvibaer radar field-of-view for E-region measurements, their observations provide complementary information on ionospheric conditions in close by time sectors. All radars were operated in the standard mode with 45-km resolution in slant range and 2-min scans.
Our goal was to select an event for which the electric field and the E-region electron density were both distributed uniformly along the magnetic L-shells. A great deal of similarity between echo characteristics at Stokkseyri and Pykkvibaer (for example, see the areas of E-region echo occurrence shown schematically in Fig. 1 ) allowed us to conclude that, indeed, there was such uniformity. To further support this assumption, we studied IMAGE magnetometer data for a number of Scandinavian stations, Greenland West-Coast magnetometers (run by the Danish Meteorological Institute), and the Leirvogur (LRV) magnetometer (University of Iceland). The magnetometer locations are shown in Fig. 1 by large dots. Spatially, the Pykkvibaer echoes were observed at geomagnetic latitudes of 66-67.5 • and halfway between Scandinavia and Greenland. Clearly, the area of Pykkvibaer echo occurrence was well covered by the magnetometers. Figure One can see a similarity in temporal variations of magnetic disturbances at various stations located in the same, as well as, in different time sectors. The echoes were detected for small positive disturbances of ∼20-30 nT at low latitudes and 30-40 nT at high latitudes, corresponding to the eastward electrojet.
For the event selected, the Finland CUTLASS radar observed a band of low-velocity echoes at geomagnetic latitudes of 63.5-64.5 • (see shaded area in Fig. 1 ). There were no echoes at slightly higher latitudes at which both Iceland radars observed the high-velocity echoes. The absence of Finland radar echoes at higher latitudes can be explained by the specific aspect angle conditions in this area, as discussed recently by Uspensky et al. (2001) . These authors showed that during the event under discussion the Finland radar monitored an area of enhanced ionisation at the equatorward edge of the auroral E-region in the vicinity of the main ionospheric trough. Based on this study, we can conclude that both Iceland radars were observing echoes from a well-developed auroral E-region with similar parameters over a range of magnetic longitudes.
Doppler velocities obtained by both Iceland radars and the Finland radar are consistent with the magnetometer-based conclusion on the direction of the ionospheric currents. Figure 3 shows Pykkvibaer echo maps for the power, the Doppler velocity, and the spectral width at 2122-2124 UT and also the Doppler velocity map for the Stokkseyri radar. For the SuperDARN radars the pointing direction of the beam is labelled from 0 to 15 in a clockwise direction. In beams 12-15, the Pykkvibaer radar shows positive velocities at distances of 450-1000 km, corresponding to a wide eastward electrojet. Low to moderate negative velocities can be seen at larger distances in beams 1-6. This indicates the existence of a westward electrojet at slightly higher latitudes. In agreement with this conclusion on the current flows, the Stokkseyri radar shows negative velocities at short-to-moderate distances in beams 0-5 (low latitudes) and positive velocities at higher latitudes in beams 7-13. (Milan and Lester, 1998) .
The Pykkvibaer velocity and spectral width panels (Fig.  3b,c) show two bands of echoes, or two channels, similar to observations of Milan and Lester (1998) . Both channels are marked by white dashed lines in panel (b). The azimuthlimited channel 1 (seen in beams 12-15) corresponds to the E-region scatter. Doppler velocities in this channel are around 700 ms −1 and spectral widths are 100-150 ms −1 . The more distant channel 2 is better seen in beams 3-12; it can be identified as a stripe of increased velocity and spectral width (250-600 ms −1 ) just equatorward of the data gap. The elevation angle measurements confirm that the channel 2 echoes include F-region scatter. Both channels are roughly L-shell aligned. One can also see ground scatter poleward of the data gap on the Pykkvibaer velocity and spectral width maps. The distances of this ground scatter are at double the channel 1 echo distances. Finally, one can see a band of scatter with smaller velocities and increased power in the area between the channel 1 and channel 2 locations. These are also Eregion echoes. We believe that occurrence of these echoes is possible here due to a gradual change in the E-region electron density poleward of the channel 1 latitudes. We concentrate our efforts in this study on the E-region echoes at short and moderate distances, mainly omitting a consideration of the F-region echoes.
Watermann scatter plots
As a first step in exploring the data, we use an approach proposed by Milan and Lester (1999) ; namely, we make a scatter plot of the spectral width, power and elevation angle, as a function of the measured Doppler velocity. Such a presentation of radar data is known as a Watermann plot. In Fig. 4 we consider data from the Pykkvibaer beams 12, 13 and 14. In addition, we present matched model plots; details of the modeling will be described later. Figure 4a shows that echoes are clustered in two distinctly different populations centred around 400 and 700 ms −1 . No clear trends can be seen within each cluster except for diverging (spreading out) of their envelopes. The echo power, presented in Fig. 4b , also does not show any clear tendency, though one can recognise two peaks of power at 400 and 700 ms −1 . Overall, the echo power is larger for the high-velocity cluster of points. The low-velocity points are more concentrated around their central line near 400 ms −1 when compared to the spread of the high-velocity echoes about the 700 ms −1 line. By comparing the scatter plots presented in Fig.  4a ,b with the plots discussed by Milan and Lester (1999) , one can identify the low-velocity echoes as class (i) echoes, because velocities for these echoes are stable and close to the nominal ion-acoustic speed in the E-region. The highvelocity echoes can be identified either as class (iii) or class (iv) of Milan and Lester, as the average velocity is significantly more than 400 ms −1 , and there is a fan-like data spread on the spectral width diagram.
Low elevation angles shown in Fig. 4c confirm that these echoes are, indeed, E-region echoes. An important feature of this diagram is that the high-velocity echoes (∼700 ms −1 ) have elevation angles that are larger by several degrees than the low-velocity (∼400 ms −1 ) echoes. One should note that for the low-velocity echoes, some points are located at very large elevation angles of about 45 • . We believe that these are "apparent" elevation angles; they occur due to the aliasing effect in the course of elevation angle measurements by the phase interferometer. This typically happens when the mean elevation angle is less than the angle noise dispersion. Figure 4d -f shows the echo parameters predicted by the model that will described in Sect. 5. We will discuss all the features of these panels later. At this point, we would like to mention that the majority of predicted points are grouped around velocities of 400 and 700 ms −1 . A similarity between the model-predicted echo populations and the observed ones is clear; the low-velocity echoes have a smaller power, lower heights (smaller elevation angles) and they are narrower than the high-velocity echoes. One should also realise that the model-predicted populations in panels (d-f), in reality, correspond to many closely spaced points, as one can infer by looking at the points in panel (e).
Flow angle variation for the mean velocity of the highand low-velocity populations
In this section we study how the mean velocity of the highand low-velocity populations changes with the azimuth (flow angle) of the measurements. Figure 5 shows the mean Doppler velocity (the vertical bar through each point denotes the velocity error bar of the mean value) for a number of Pykkvibaer beams, with distances of 495-675 km for the highvelocity echoes, and distances of 675-900 km for the lowvelocity echoes. The dotted lines in Fig. 5 represent the cosine flow angle variations (fitted to the experimental points) that one would expect if the velocity of ionospheric irregularities follow the linear theory formula. For the fitting, in accordance with the data trends, the maximum of the velocity was assumed to be achieved at different beam numbers for the high-and low-velocity echoes. For the high-velocity echoes in Fig. 5a , one can see a clear velocity maximum in beam 13 and a velocity decrease with the beam number decrease. The velocity decrease corresponds to an increase in the flow angle for the decreasing beam number (for the geometry, see Fig. 1 ). Such a flow angle variation of the velocity indicates that the highvelocity echoes are of class (iv), introduced by Milan and Lester (1999) . For the low-velocity echoes in Fig. 5b , the velocity maximum was observed in beams 8-11, indicating a shift of about 15 • in the directions where the velocity maxima were observed for the low-and high-velocity populations. Also for the low-velocity echoes there is a gradual velocity decrease with beam number (from 11 to 15). This feature does not fit class (i) echo characteristics, as described by Milan and Lester (1999) ; the flow angle variation for the lowvelocity echoes is more reminiscent of the class (iii) echoes. Data presented in this and previous sections suggest that perhaps the classification scheme proposed by Milan and Lester (1999) is not complete; even more combinations of parameters are possible.
Slant-range profiles of echo parameters
Our next step is to present the echo parameters versus slant range. This approach was intensively utilised in paper 1. Figure 6 presents echo parameters in beam 13 for the period of 2112-2139 UT. One should note that this diagram is not a direct plotting of experimental data; the actual resolution of measurements is 45 km while the points here are separated by only 5km. In constructing this diagram, we noticed that the echo band moved (as a whole) slowly equatorward during the interval of measurements. The mean speed of such echo region displacement was ∼2.2 km min −1 so that the total shift of echoes was around 60 km (∼1 range gate). We selected a reference time of 2118 UT and a corresponding distance of the echo power maximum as base time and distance. The positions of each point of slant range profiles at different times was then found using a linear range interpolation.
The power (Fig. 6a ) exhibits a sharp increase at short distances of 450-500 km and then reaches a plateau at distances ∼500-600 km, followed by a slow and smooth decrease at larger distances. The Doppler velocity diagram (Fig. 6b) shows two plateaus: the first one at ∼700 ms −1 at distances of 500-700 km, and the second one at ∼400 ms −1 at slant ranges of more than 700 km. At short distances (<500 km), the velocities are small and they reach a plateau in a very short band of ranges matched with the ranges of the sharp power increase. The velocity transition from the first plateau to the second one at ∼700 km is also very sharp. Similar power and velocity variations were observed in beams 11-14 (data not presented here).
The spectral width (Fig. 6c) does not show any clear tendencies. However, at the ranges where the velocity changes rapidly, there is an indication of an increase in the average S l a n t R a n g e, k m spectral width. Note that the spectral width is presented in Fig. 6c in a logarithmic scale to better resolve changes of nearly two orders of magnitude in a span of the width.
In the transition area, the elevation angles (Fig. 6d ) exhibit a sharp drop at ∼750 km, from the high-to low-velocity echoes, and the change in the elevation angle with distance is of the order of −0.4 • km −1 . The regular elevation angle change, which can be calculated for targets at the same height but at different slant ranges, is of the order of −0.02 • km −1 . This indicates that the large-distance echoes come from lower heights. Modeling presented in Sect. 6 shows that the jump in the altitude of scatter at ∼750 km can simply be due to quick changes in scattering conditions at these ranges and not caused by an onset of a new irregularity layer at significantly smaller heights.
Slant range profiles of echo parameters clearly show that the two classes of echoes identified through the scatter plot analysis of Fig. 4 correspond to two distinctly different areas of the ionosphere. The high-velocity echoes (∼700 ms −1 ) are observed at shorter distances, from 500-700 km in beam 13-14, and approximately 500-600 km in beams 11-12 (the outer range edge gradually decreases toward smaller beam numbers). The low-velocity echoes (∼400 ms −1 ) are observed at larger distances, between 700-1000 and 600-1000 km depending upon the beam number, respectively. None of the high-velocity echoes are seen in the second interval of distances and none of the low-velocity echoes are seen in the first interval of distances. There is a limited amount of very low velocity echoes, i.e. less than 100 ms −1 , in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 . The low velocity echoes which occur at short ranges may arise due to scatter from meteor trails. In this case, these velocities represent the neutral wind velocity between 80 and 100 km altitude. We omit these echoes from further consideration.
Modeling of slant-range profiles of echo parameters
Paper 1 explains many features in the slant range distributions of the E-region HF echo parameters by employing a semi-empirical model of HF signal formation. Since range profiles, at least for the power, reported in this study are similar to those discussed in paper 1, it is logical to attempt a similar approach to the interpretation of other echo parameter variations. The main thrust of this section is to understand (Fig. 6 ).
the reasons why two clusters of echoes were observed within one radar beam.
For the modeling, the following assumptions are made (similar to those in paper 1). It was assumed that the scatter comes only from E-region altitudes and that the resultant observed echo is a superposition of scattering at various heights. The signal contribution from each altitude was assumed to be determined by the electron density and the aspect angle (which is dependent on the electron density). We postulated that the relative electron density fluctuation amplitude of ionospheric irregularities is altitude independent (to a first approximation), as experimentally found by Pfaff et al. (1984) . The E-region was treated as a spherically symmetric one. To see the possible effects of the electron density distribution in the ionosphere, two electron density N(h) profiles were selected, as depicted in the left portions of Fig. 7a,d . These electron density profiles have slightly different shapes but have the same maxima of 0.65·10 11 m −3 . To compute the amount of refraction, we used Snell's law for the curved ionosphere so that the rectilinear radio wave propagation was assumed entirely until the point of scatter, where all of the refraction takes place. Such an approach treats refraction properly but slightly underestimates the slant ranges (and thus, overestimates the elevation angles). For computations of aspect angles after refraction, the IGRF magnetic field model was used.
The choice of the maximum electron density significantly affects the predictions. Unfortunately, no direct density measurements were available within the Pykkvibaer field-ofview. As mentioned, we selected N e = 0.65 · 10 11 m −3 . This value is reasonable and further supported by the modeling, which gives echo profiles that are, overall, very close to the observed ones. Additional support for our choice of the electron density comes from consideration of the slant range at which the echo power, the velocity and the width jump sharply (∼750 km). This slant range is very sensitive to the density value; it signifies the shortest range at which total reflection occurs close to the height of the electron density maximum. Computations for the selected electron density value are consistent with the observed ranges of echo parameter jumps. Radar data suggest that for beams 11 and 12, the electron density should be slightly larger, (0.7-0.75)·10 11 m −3 .
The choice of the electric field intensity is also important for the modeling. In this respect, again, no supportive data were available. The observed E-region irregularity drift velocities of the order of 700 ms −1 suggest that the electric field should be of the order of 60-70 mVm −1 ; this estimate is based on VHF coherent radar Doppler velocity observations and incoherent radar measurements of electric fields (Nielsen and Schlegel, 1983, 1985) . An inspection of the Pykkvibaer channel 2 echoes does not show regular velocities of larger than 700-1000 ms −1 . However, we should note that the channel 2 F-region echoes (which we consider for the electric field estimates) were rather weak and probably contaminated by the low-velocity E-region echoes. Thus, it is very likely that the F-region velocities of 700-1000 ms −1 , in reality, correspond to much stronger electric drifts.
The unfavourable conditions for the Pykkvibaer radar detection of clean F-region echoes is consistent with the Finland radar data; for this radar, there were no F-region echoes during the first half of the interval, and they were very weak for the second part of the period. We guess that the F-region electron density was slightly smaller than the one required for orthogonal F-region backscatter to occur. A similar conclusion that the low F-region electron density was low (less than 10 11 m −3 ) is drawn from the monthly median values of the critical frequencies for the Sodankylä ionosonde, as reported by Milan et al. (1997) . In spite of the generally unfavourable conditions for observations of F-region echoes, we found a short interval (several minutes), centred around 2124 UT, for which such echoes were observed by all three HF radars. Both Iceland radars registered velocities of 1300-1500 ms −1 . The physical cause for the simultaneous echo occurrence is probably a short-lived enhancement of soft auroral precipitation. The Finland radar showed a power increase and a short equatorward increase in the extent of the scattering region during this period; both features can be interpreted as signatures of enhanced precipitation.
Our choice of the electric field and of the electron density value were also checked by considering the magnitude of the magnetic perturbations. By assuming that an infinite eastward current flow has a meridional width of the order of 100-200 km, we found that a disturbance of ∼40 nT would correspond to the current density of 0.22-0.13 Am −1 . For the estimated height-integrated conductance of 4 S (by assuming the electron density profile with the peak value of 0.65·10 11 m −3 ), such current densities would occur for electric fields of 55-35 mVm −1 . Our E-field estimates can actually be even higher since the Hall conductance can, in reality, be smaller; our radar model is not sensitive to the low-altitude end of the N (h)-profile so that smaller densities are acceptable. We should mention that since the magnetic field variations were slow, less than 1 nTmin −1 , we could neglect the Earth induction effects considered by Tanskanen et al. (2001) .
For calculations of the Doppler velocity contribution from every altitude, we considered both in-cone and out-of-cone irregularities, similar to Kustov and Haldoupis (1992) . We assumed that within the linear instability cone (in flow and aspect angles) there are type 1 irregularities, where the phase velocity was postulated to be the ion-acoustic speed modified by turbulent heating, as discussed by Robinson (1986) and Robinson and Honary (1990) . We used the average ion-acoustic speed height profile experimentally derived by . Since the largest electric field available from the measurements of was 65 mVm −1 , we extrapolated those measurements to the electric field of 70 mVm −1 to have an order of magnitude fit of the predicted and observed velocities. The second velocity component from the out-of-cone irregularities was assumed to follow the simple linear fluid equation with altitudedependent collision frequencies (Fejer and Kelley, 1980) . A similar approach was adopted by Uspensky et al. (1994a) . The E-region collision frequency profiles were based on EIS-CAT statistics, as described by Huuskonen (1989) .
Model predictions of echo parameters for 2 electron density profiles with maxima at 114 km altitude are presented in Fig. 7 . Panels (a) and (d) illustrate the altitude-range profiles for the relative backscatter volume cross sections; this parameter defines the spatial variations of all other quantities. The relative volume cross sections were corrected for the range attenuation, assuming the R −3 dependence for a soft target. The solid lines are volume-cross section isolines with 20-dB steps; a darker shading helps in locating stronger local cross sections. The dotted lines show the spatial distributions of the true aspect angle (after refraction). The ±5 • isolines are well visible; the zero-aspect angle curve runs through the area of the largest volume cross sections. The stars in panel (d) represent the expected mean backscatter altitudes (see Eq. 5, paper 1). The predicted mean altitude corresponds to the elevation angle measured by an interferometer; both parameters are determined as power-weighted quantities in a certain gate (see paper 1).
The solid lines in Fig. 7b ,e show the slant range profiles for the echo power and in Fig. 7c ,f show the profiles for the Doppler velocity. Both parameters are height-integrated and power-weighted. For example, to calculate the Doppler velocity at a given range, all the contributions from each altitude are first weighted according to the power at that altitude (dependent upon the density), then summed, and finally, normalised with respect to the number of points taken in the model profile and the total power. The full details of this calculation are given in paper 1. The only difference between the pairs (b-c) and (e-f) is in the assumed shape of the N (h)-profiles. One can see that the different density profiles give slightly different slant range distributions of echo parameters; the most distinctly different are the "slopes" of the high-velocity plateaus, panels (c) and (f).
The open circles on power panels (b) and (e), which run along the solid power/velocity profiles (except at small ranges), and the crosses, which run below the profiles, indicate the relative contributions of the in-cone and out-of-cone irregularities to the height-integrated power, respectively. For large distances, the main contribution comes from the incone irregularities; the circles almost coincide with the line. For short ranges of less than 520-530 km, the only contribution is from the out-of-cone irregularities. One should mention that the circles and crosses in panels (b) and (e) do not seem far apart, but the difference is significant; it is simply hidden by the logarithmic presentation of the predicted power. For the velocity panels (c) and (f), the circles and crosses show what would be the velocity if only in-cone or out-of-cone irregularities were present.
We would like to mention several specific features seen in panels (b) and (e). First, the echo maxima occur at slant ranges of ∼580 km, where the aspect angle contour crosses the altitude of the electron density maximum. Second, there is a cutoff of the scatter from the top part of the irregularity layer at ranges larger than ∼690 km. This is a result of radio wave reflection downwards at these ranges. Third, one can notice a very thin layer of moderate and weak backscatter from the bottom portion of the E-region for slant ranges larger than the cutoff range of 690-710 km. For these ranges, the altitude of backscatter is noticeably smaller; the drop in the mean altitude (stars in panel (d)) takes place at slant ranges larger than the cutoff range. One can see that the predicted profiles of the echo power and the Doppler velocity of Fig. 7e ,f agree reasonably well with the experimental data presented in Fig. 6a ,b. For convenience, the two vertical lines at the top of panel (b), (c), (e) and (f) in Fig. 7 show the slant ranges of the high-velocity (∼700 ms −1 ) echoes. Note that the model predicts a quick drop in the backscatter elevation angles at ranges around 700 km, which is in agreement with the experimental data (see Fig. 6d ). There are some minor differences between the model and the experiment. For example, Fig. 7f shows that the leading edge of the model velocity profile is shifted ∼25 km farther than the observed profile. We will discuss this point in more detail later. And finally, we show in panel (e) (dotted line) the power profile performed with a 45-km range resolution just to illustrate that limited radar resolution would not seriously affect the model predictions. The dotted profile is the 45-km running mean of the basic power profile of Fig. 7e . In a similar way, we build the range-power profile from experimental data. We overlap adjacent dwell-cycle echoes from a common echo band, as it moves slowly equatorward.
After demonstrating a reasonable agreement between model predictions and observed slant range distributions of echo parameters, we compare predictions with experimental data presented in Fig. 4 in the form of scatter plots. To accomplish this, we plotted in Fig. 4d-f the model parameter values versus velocity (instead of elevation angles, we presented the expected height of scatter). To find the expected spectral width, we assumed (in accordance with paper 1) that the inherent spectral width of irregularities is altitude-independent and amounts to 100 ms −1 . We calculate the model spectral widths by the integration of scattering irregularities at different heights and, therefore, different velocities. Data clustering near velocities of 400 ms −1 and 700 ms −1 is seen in panel (e), although there are additional weaker echoes for small velocities of 200 ms −1 . The latter small-velocity echoes are short distance echoes due to the out-of-cone irregularities; they were not observed experimentally, perhaps due to a poor radar sensitivity. As we briefly commented in Sect. 3, the experimental Watermann plots and the model distributions are in reasonable agreement.
Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated several important features of the high-velocity E-region HF echoes. We showed that such echoes can be seen in several radar beams for observations roughly along magnetic L-shells. When the echo power and the spectral width were sorted according to their Doppler velocity, it turned out that even for a short time interval of ∼30 minutes, the echoes can cluster into two distinctly different populations on the plots: the low-velocity (∼400 ms −1 ) and high-velocity (∼700 ms −1 ) populations. One might conclude, following Milan and Lester (1999) , that two classes of echoes/ionospheric irregularities coexisted during the event considered. When the data were plotted versus slant range, we demonstrated that different populations of echoes corresponded to different slant ranges, i.e. to different areas of the high-latitude ionosphere. This might still be considered as an indication of two physically different areas of the ionosphere with different magnitudes of the ambient electric field. One might even think about two different instabilities operational in these distinctly different areas. Villain et al. (1987 Villain et al. ( , 1990 considered HF E-region observations under comparable conditions. Their slant range profiles for the power and velocity had many features similar to those reported in this study and in paper 1. They also found two types of echoes, one with relatively large Doppler velocities (∼580 ms −1 ), and another one with smaller velocities (∼445 ms −1 ). In addition, jumps in the velocity and spectral width at some ranges were reported. The ratio of the highto low-velocity was determined to be about 1.35 (Villain et al., 1987) and more than 2 (Villain et al., 1990) . These ratios are both close to the values we can calculate here of ∼1.7. Villain et al. (1990) concluded that the echoes with moderate velocities were associated with the secondary gradientdrift instability, while the higher-velocity echoes with velocities of 400-550 ms −1 were attributed to the ion-acoustic waves driven by a combination of the parallel and perpendicular electron drifts at altitudes of ∼120 km. Thus, Villain et al. (1990) suggested that the low-and high-velocity echoes originate from two different irregularity layers, separated in height (though both within the E-region).
To explain HF slant range profiles, reported both previously and in this study, we used a model of HF signal formation, proposed originally by Uspensky (1985) and expanded later by Uspensky and Williams (1988) and Uspensky et al. (1989) . This model assumes that echoes are received from a range of electrojet heights and that the power of the signal from each height is determined by the local electron density, the true aspect angle (with the refraction taken into account), and the amplitude of the ionospheric irregularities (Oksman et al., 1986; Kustov et al., 1990; Williams et al., 1999) . For strong electric fields of more than 30-40 mVm −1 , it is assumed that the irregularity amplitude is electric-field-independent, so that irregularity amplitude flow and aspect angle variations need only to be taken into account. The variation of the irregularity amplitude with the electric field can be incorporated into modeling if an exact form of the relationship is known, which is definitely important for small electric fields.
Our modeling shows that one might have two distinct clusters of echoes in the Watermann plots and each of these clusters would correspond to type 1 waves, but observed at different altitudes due to different amounts of HF radio wave refraction at various slant ranges. For example, at far distances, echoes can only come from the bottom part of the E-region. Thus, we interpret two clusters of echoes as a consequence of a radio wave focusing to different parts of the E-region, and not due to distinctly different irregularity layers. Different irregularity phase velocities occur for different altitudes because of the variation of the ion-acoustic speed with altitude, e.g. and Nielsen and Schlegel (1983) . Thus, physically our interpretation is close to, but not similar to the Villain et al. (1990) interpretation.
The main points of our understanding of the E-region HF auroral backscatter for L-shell directions are the following:
1. Main power-contributing echoes are scatter from in-cone, type 1 irregularities.
2. At moderate distances, scatter from these irregularities is important in the central part of the E-region. Depending on the electron density profile, contributions can come from altitudes slightly above or below the density maximum.
3. At farther distances, where radio wave reflection occurs at altitudes near the electron density maximum, the auroral backscatter comes from altitudes below the electron density maximum (bottom of the E-region).
4. Secondary out-of-cone irregularities exist in a much wider range of directions than the primary irregularities (including the linear instability cone). However, these irregularities are visible only to radars at short distances, since here the near-perfect orthogonality of radar waves with the magnetic field lines cannot be achieved. Thus, the primary waves are blocked from detection. In this respect, short distances are unique; only here can one see directly the aspect angle effects in echo parameters.
St. -Maurice et al. (1994) proposed an alternative interpretation of the high velocity echoes. These authors argued that large velocity waves are simply the F-B waves excited in the presence of strong plasma gradients and electric fields. According to this interpretation, the present observations and the observations by Villain et al. (1987 Villain et al. ( , 1990 can be consistently explained. To apply the interpretation by St-Maurice et al. (1994) to the observations, however, one has to be sure that strong plasma gradients associated, for example, with auroral arcs, were present. We do not have data to support or reject this interpretation.
A good fit of the model and experimental data gives us additional confidence that the Uspensky et al. (1994a) approach properly describes the way the auroral E-region echoes are formed at HF. One important conclusion of the model is that even for a spatially uniform ionosphere, HF E-region echo occurrence should be limited to certain distances of 150-250 km in their extent, even though ionospheric irregularities may exist over a much larger area. An HF radar simply cannot detect irregularities outside the area of exact orthogonality or acceptable non-orthogonality. If one applies the model to various azimuths, a tendency for the L-shell alignment of both channel 1 and channel 2 echoes (Milan and Lester, 1998) can be demonstrated. Indeed, for observations perpendicular to the L-shells, the distances of near zero aspect angles are smaller and thus, the echo power should have a maximum at shorter distances. This tendency has been predicted by Uspensky et al. (1989) for the VHF band.
In this study, similarly to paper 1, we show that ionospheric refraction is an extremely important factor to be considered at HF. This fact is indisputable (Unwin, 1966; Greenwald et al., 1985; Moorcroft, 1989; Uspensky, 1985; Uspensky et al., 1994a,b) . However, only a few papers, in the past, have emphasised the fact that even in the simplest case, in which irregularities exist at all heights, refraction makes certain heights more efficient in terms of scatter so that the range-altitude distribution of the volume cross section has a crescent-like configuration, as shown in Fig. 7a,d . One should note that a similar cross section configuration is expected for F-region backscatter. It is important to realise that a crescent-like configuration for the cross section is a common topological image of the backscatter configuration in an anisotropic medium. It means that other E-region echo parameters, such as the Doppler velocity and the spectral width, are strongly refraction-dependent. Thus, our modeling suggests that in order to infer properties of E-region irregularities from HF radar data, all refraction-related effects (as precisely as possible) should first be taken into account. Clearly, for a patchy ionosphere, this is a very complicated task.
Our observations showed that the high-velocity and lowvelocity echoes obtain maxima at different azimuths (Fig.  5) ; the low-velocity echoes have their maximum in beams 8-11, while the high-velocity echoes have their maximum in beam 13. We also found experimentally and predicted through modeling that these two types of echoes have different altitudes. It is well known that the F-B instability has a larger growth rate in the direction of the relative drift between the electrons and ions. Since this drift direction changes with height, one would expect that the high-velocity echoes (larger heights) would be observed at slightly different azimuths than the low-velocity echoes (lower heights). If the electron drift was L-shell-aligned at the bottom of the electrojet layer (and it was roughly matched to the low-velocity echo maximum), then, due to current rotation with the height, one would expect that the high-velocity echoes would have the largest velocities at azimuths, counter clockwise from the L-shell direction when looking along the magnetic field line from above, i.e. for smaller beam numbers, as compared to the low-velocity echoes. Our measurements do not support this notion; we observed just the opposite difference in the azimuth (beams 8-11 for the low-velocity echoes and beam 13 for the high-velocity ones). The issue, however, requires further studies. We would like to note that if one assumes that the velocity of decametre irregularities follows the linear theory formula, then one would expect the maximum irregularity velocities to be observed not along the direction of the electron-ion relative drift, but along the sum of electron and ion velocity modified by collision frequencies, i.e. 10-15 • away from the E×B direction. For the electric field direction assumed in this study (northward), the velocity maximum at larger heights should then be in beam 13, as observed. Experimentally, Mattin and Jones (1987) reported on the flow angle asymmetry of VHF scatter and it cannot simply be explained by the rotation of the current with the height, as in our measurements at HF. On the other hand, Abel and Newell (1969) observing with the UHF Millstone Hill radar perpendicular to the L-shells, found that the azimuth of the Doppler velocity reversal changed in accordance with the electrojet rotation with height.
In the course of our modeling, several assumptions were made regarding the electron density profiles and the electric field in the ionosphere. This allowed us to find a reasonable agreement between the model and observations. We understand that independent incoherent scatter radar measurements of the ionospheric parameters are required to make the modeling more reliable and this is in our plans. Here, we would like to make several comments on some disagreements between the predictions and observations.
First of all, we would like to mention that we presented experimental data (Fig. 6 ) for beam 13, while we performed modeling (Fig. 7) for beam 12. In doing so, we kept in mind that data in beam 13 were collected from a range of directions, including the beam 12 azimuth (two-way 3-dB antenna beamwidth is ∼5 • broad and the separation between neighbouring beam positions is ∼3.3 • ). Now, let us concentrate on the slant range positions of the sharp echo power and velocity jumps at short and large distances. To a first approximation, model predictions, for example, shown in Fig. 7d-f , match the experimental profiles well. However, as we mentioned, a closer look reveals that the sharp increase of the velocity at short distances is located about 25 km farther away than the experimentally observed distances of the velocity jump (see vertical bars at the top of each panel). Any attempt to shift the area of the velocity increase to closer distances, either by increasing electron density or decreasing the E-region height, creates a two times larger shift of the region, where the power and velocity jump down at distances of ∼750 km. We found that this discrepancy can be understood if one takes into account the fact that the Pykkvibaer radar worked, in reality, in a frequency band of 10.2-10.6 MHz (not at the mean frequency of 10.35 MHz, used in our modeling). Modeling using various frequencies shows that the echo region of the sharp velocity increase can be shifted by 15-20 km to closer ranges at smaller radar frequencies within the above band. The location of the farrange sharp velocity decrease is also frequency-dependent. According to modeling for various radar frequencies, there should be a band of ranges ∼50 km, where the velocity decreases near 750 km. This prediction agrees with measurements shown in Fig. 6b , where a cloud of points is spread between 670 and 720 km. We can conclude that knowledge of the ionospheric parameters, as well as all the details of the measurements is important for achieving a better agreement between the model predictions and observations.
Summary
In this study, we presented data from the Pykkvibaer HF radar of high-velocity E-region echoes on 10 February 1998. Similar high-velocity echoes were detected by the Stokkseyri HF radar that monitored about the same range of magnetic latitudes, but to the west from the Pykkvibaer field-of-view. We showed that the Pykkvibaer echoes on the power-velocity scatter diagram were clustered around two values of velocity: 700 ms −1 and 400 ms −1 . Echoes of the first cluster were generally stronger than the second one. The spectral widthvelocity scatter plots exhibited a fan-like configuration for both clusters of echoes. By studying the range profiles of the echoes, we discovered that the high-velocity (∼700 ms −1 ) echoes were coming from shorter distances and higher elevation angles than the low-velocity echoes. Echo parameters plotted versus slant range displayed synchronised variations. At the shortest distances, both the power and the Doppler velocity showed an increase. After reaching maxima, they both stabilised their increase and were more or less constant for about 200 km. At larger distances, they sharply dropped down; power decreased by 10-20 dB and the velocity decreased by a factor of ∼0.59. At ranges near these drops, the echo spectral width seems to be increased.
In an attempt to explain the relationship and variations of echo parameters, we assumed that the ionosphere was uniform in latitude and longitude and that a constant electric field of the order of 70 mVm −1 was set up within the radar field-of-view. We then applied the model of auroral echo formation considered by Uspensky et al. (1994a) , to predict the distribution of echo parameters with distance. While modeling, it was assumed that the conventional type 1 and type 2 irregularities were present within the radar field-of-view. Contributions of each type of echoes to the resultant signal were computed on the basis of their properties and the real aspect angle conditions controlled by ionospheric refraction. A good agreement between predictions and measurements was found, giving a chance to say that the discovered two clusters of points are a result of radar wave focusing to the central and bottom of the electrojet layer at short and far distances, respectively. The high and low velocity echoes were both due to type 1 waves. We conclude that the ionospheric refraction is so significant at HF that to infer properties of decametre-scale irregularities from regular observations, the propagation effects have to be taken into account as much as possible. One of the ways to do such work is to consider coordinated HF radar observations with incoherent scatter radars.
